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16 degrees Sagittarius

The Angels of Divine Courtship
Also known as

The Angels
of

Mesah
Beloved,

We allow you to behold all sacred courtship customs and rites that have
been in use
from the prime origin to the present day
as well as those customs and rites which we are bringing for use in the
future.
We are originators of all divine customs and rites concerning wooing,
love-making, and marriage,
of all the peoples all over the world.
We inspire rites and customs based on all penetrating divine will,
enlightenment, and flowing divine emotions and sensations.
The ultimate courtship is the dance between fire and water,

between electricity and magnetism.
Within each body are seven spinning vortexes of energy.
There are 3 magnetic and 4 electric vortexes in a man.
In a woman, there are 4 magnetic and 3 electric vortexes.
Each of these vortexes are necessary for life,
and each of them trigger powerful life giving glandular secretions into
the bloodstream
when activated in harmonious ways.
By finding one's true inward electro magnetic identity
of oneness with divine being within,
one achieves the marriage of spirit and soul within,
and happiness and fulfillment come automatically
without having to be defined by the logical awareness.
In this way mystical powers are activated.
"The kingdom of heaven is found within.
"I and the Father are ONE."
"All that I do, ye shall do and MORE."

In states of enlightenment, before uniting with another,
in deep inward meditation,
a man or a woman first finds completion within.
Each unite personally within with divine being,

and experience electro magnetic omnipotence, omnipresence and
and omniscience.
This heals old spiritual and emotional wounding,
and awakens the will and contemplation of the highest good of all
concerned,
which is the perfection of the electric power
and creates perfection within the emotions and senses with divine
beauty,
the magnetic power.

When this healing happens inside a person,
the sacred marriage of spirit and soul is accomplished within.
In the time of Heaven on Earth,
this sacred marriage within prepares a person for a sacred union in the
outer world.
The healing and redemption of the feminine,
which is the soul, the emotions, and the body,
goes hand in hand with the healing and redemption of the masculine,
which is spirit,
the will and the mind.

Spirit is the solar force and equals fire and air,
spirit is the electric energy of creation.
Spirit is the creative masculine aspect of divine being.
In a man, the crown chackra, the throat chackra, the emotional chackra,
and the physical chackra
spin clockwise, creating an electrical vortex.
In a man the third eye, the heart, and the second chackra are magnetic,
spinning in a counter clockwise vortex.
In deep meditation, a man unites with the aspect
of omnipresent divine feminine lunar force within,
creating a direct electro magnetic current within, uniting solar and
lunar forces.
Soul equals the lunar force of flowing emotions and physical form
with its five senses, memory and logic,
soul is the magnetic energy of creation.
Soul is the nurturing feminine aspect of divine being.
In a woman, the crown, the throat, the emotional center, and the
physical center are magnetic,
spinning in a counter clockwise magnetic vortex.
In a woman, the third eye, the heart, and the second chackra of the
womb,
spin clockwise in an electrical vortex.

In deep meditation, a woman unites with the solar force of
omnipresence,
omnipotence and omniscience within,
also creating a direct electro magnetic current within, uniting solar and
lunar forces.
In this way, in sacred courtship and union between a man and a woman
two direct currents become an alternating current.
An alternating current travels much further than a direct current.
The ecstasy of divine love in an alternating current powerfully blesses
the whole earth.

By joining together in divine courtship and union,
two people of fire and water
create an alternating scalar wave through all seven chakras,
to manifest beauty on paths of divine perfection.

In this way Divine Courtship is a path to enlightenment
and the manifestation of Heaven on Earth.
The practices of Tantra are ancient teachings of the most magical,
mystical, sacred dance of male and female energy.
Divine Tantra combines lovemaking rites into an infinite cosmic
reenactment
of the relationship between electricity and magnetism,
of Spirit and Soul.

The chackras of male and female are set up to work together this way,
by creating a scalar wave,
and this is the true meaning of the caduceus,
the symbol of medicine and healing.

A scalar wave is a doorway or gateway to other realities.
Scientists are discovering that wormholes in the quantum field are
scalar waves of various sizes.

In courtship, we inspire two people of opposite sex to align the
chackras, starting with the crown.
In courting, they share their own personal connection with divinity,
that is experienced in the top chackra,
and through sharing,
find common ground.
We inspire customs of sharing that bring this shared energy down step
by step,
finding common ground one chakra at a time,
along the spine
all the way to the sexual organs,
so that each chackra opens in safety and love.
In sacred union, this allows their shared kundalini, or life force
energies
to flow unhindered back up their spines.
In this way, each chackra is mutually blessed in beautiful ways.
As sexual energy travels unhindered up the spine through to the crown
chackra,
both have united with each other,
and both unite again with the omnipresence of divine being.
By finding common ground on each level of reality,
in each chackra,
through sacred courtship,
doorways are opened in each level.

In an alternating current,
kundalini or life force energy at the base of the spine
ricochets back and forth between their 7 chackras,
creating a scalar wave.
Through divine courtship in the Alpha and the Omega,
the time of Heaven on Earth,
men and women attune to divine being within themselves and then with
each other above all else.
It was written:
"Let thine eye be single and thy body shall be full of light."

This single eye refers to the pineal gland,
an eye located on the optic nerve in the center of the brain.
The pineal gland has over twenty thousand psychoactive chemicals that
are a thousand times stronger than psychoactive chemicals from other
sources.
It is activated by deep inner electro magnetic meditation,
through divine visualization and emotion.
Corresponding chemical combinations are secreted into the
bloodstream.
This is why teachings on abundance and manifesting insist that a clear
visual image of what is desired,
and strong flowing emotions of already having the desired outcome,
are necessary in the laws of attraction.

"Ask and ye shall receive."

More efficient than visualizing many different desires,
teachers of old gave an important key to simplicity and miraculous
manifestation,
that creates maximum efficiency and minimum effort.
The universe runs on maximum efficiency and minimum effort.
"Seek ye first the kingdom of heaven and all else shall be added unto
you.

When two people, who have each accomplished the sacred marriage
within,
unite and join together as one,
then the perfection of sacred and mystical sexuality flows naturally.

They both create visions of heaven on earth for self,
for each other, and for all others with deep enthusiasm.
They formulate visual images of divine beauty with clear thoughts
and beliefs and beautiful flowing emotions and sensation.
They visualize perfect blissful and mystical union with each other.
In interacting in this way,
both are connected personally with inner divinity,
and shine forth beingness, visualizations,
faith and beliefs,
emotions and sensations,
of perfect union.

Through previous meditations as single persons each has successfully
prepared
for this sacred union with each other,
by already becoming one with ecstasies of divine love,

with emotions of grace and happiness,
and other divine virtues and emotions.
These wonderful divine intentions and emotions,
in alternating scaler waves
open pathways of sensations of raptures and ecstasies throughout
creation.

Radiant with divine emotions,
they have both found inner completeness
and shine resplendent in beauty and magnetism.
In this way both man and woman are complete within,
and they are complete with each other.

Within their own bodies, souls, and spirits they have maintained scalar
waves
as direct currents of divinity, of heaven on earth.
Coming from this completeness, they are god and goddess incarnate.

"Know ye not that ye are gods?"
These two direct currents flowing between two people
create alternating currents
that are mystically powerful
and capable of creating new life
that out pictures the original blueprints of heaven on earth.

When such a complete man and woman meet and court,
the chosen woman magnetically receives his faith and vision,
his corresponding emotions and physical manifestations.
As these fulfill her soul's worship of divine beauty,
she radiates to him, and he receives,
her love, enlightenment, and ecstatic relationship.
These attract the miracle of birth of heaven on earth,
both in progeny
and in emotional and material realities of beauty.

With these wonderful emotions,
she births and nurtures
much beauty in the physical realm.

Together they create and magnetize a beautiful home for themselves,
and for children and all life,
and for community.

As life unfolds, she safely shares with him what feels right and good to
her
from his powerful physical, emotional, creative and divine states.
If something does not feel right to her, staying true to inner guidance,
they share until common ground is found again.
In this way the relationship matures and fulfillment continues to
blossom.
Embodying the electric clockwise energy,
the man creates heaven on earth in all the cycles and rhythms of life.
Embodying the magnetic counter clockwise energy,
the woman reflects back to the man her understanding, love and
oneness.
As long as they are compatible and share common ground,
the relationship becomes stronger and stronger.
The relationship is uplifting to both of them,
and with the help, protection, and support of the man,
the radiantly happy and fulfilled woman vibrates the powerful love,
wisdom, and
and divine relationship that stimulates divine beauty in their physical
bodies,
home and all their relations on earth.

We inspire couples to awaken deep divinity.
Within cellular memory, on an instinctive-intuitive level,
each remember the experience of being in the state of unity with Divine
Being,
a state of omnipresence, omnipotence, and omniscience.

The experience comes from deep Delta brainwaves in The Silence
Within, in meditation.
In infancy and each night in deep dreamless sleep, the deep Delta
brainwave state is dominant.
As each enters into Divine Union within in daily meditation,
they experience the purity and innocence and bliss of infancy and pure
being.
These experiences, visions, thoughts, emotions and sensations of unity
ever evolve in common ground as they dance the dance of Divine
Courtship.

Ecstasy and bliss flow from surrendering to the experience of divine
union
with another soul in sacred courtship.
Through the virtues of Mesah, we protect and inspire people
whenever this happens on their paths to spiritual perfection.
We inspire the virtues of flowing divine emotions, omnipresence of
Divine Life,
all-penetrating-Divine Will for the highest good,
Enlightenment, Transformation and conscious use of being-will,
thought, emotion and sensation to create new realities.
>From the beginning of time, we have inspired people, according to
their
degree of evolution, with rites and customs that connect their spirits
and souls
with each other and with The One.

Divine Courtship is a path to enlightenment and the creation of Heaven
on Earth.
When lovers connect and unite on all levels,
the bliss of their union forms a sine wave of information

that nests in the larger sine wave of Universal Unity.
In that way, TWO BECOMING ONE is designed to ride waves of bliss
into ONENESS WITH ALL.
Flowing divine emotions, fluidity, and the change process are the virtue
of letter M of Mesah.
Emotions are analogous to the water element, and the process of
courtship can be seen as similar to two rivers merging and becoming
one
on their way to unification with the Cosmic Ocean of Life.

Each droplet of water in a river is like an individual emotion that has
joined with many other droplets, or emotions, to express the flowing of a
persons soul.
When two rivers or souls merge, all of the individual
emotions that make up each persons soul is alchemically transformed,
through all encompassing unconditional LOVE of the two
people involved.
This divine nonjudgmental love overcomes all obstacles.
"Love conquers all.
This divine love births and sustains a mutually desired outcome of Unity
and Oneness.
If the field of transmutation of unconditional love is powerful enough to
withstand all distractions, a courtship continues to flow along,
gathering strength and purity.
The ability to recognize and let go imperfections on every level
combines with transmutational power of unconditional love.
This keeps the change process healthy,
and allows healing to manifest on all levels.

The outer and inner worlds are interdependent.
The outer and inner worlds are continually created by masculine
electrical being-will and thought and attracted into physical
expressions
through flowing feminine magnetic emotions and sensations.
Male and female polarities exist within each person,
for each person is a microcosm of the macrocosm, made in the image of
Divine Being.
The crown chakra is union with divine being.
The third eye chackra is wisdom and knowledge.
The throat chackra is creativity.
The heart chackra is divine love flowing.
The emotional chackra are tangible feelings in the body of emotional
states.
The second chackra is relationship.
The first chackra is the physical world.
In a man, the first, third, fifth, and seventh chackras are electric
the others are magnetic.
In a woman, the second, fourth, and sixth chackras are electric,
the others are magnetic.

The healing and redemption of the feminine lunar soul power, which is
wisdom, the
love of the heart, and relationship, goes hand in hand with the healing
and redemption of the masculine
which is spirit, the source of will, creativity, emotions and the physical
worlds.
The core memory of unity with all life is the strength of the bodys
immune system,
and is also the software behind the ability of a broken
heart and spirit to heal.
Therefore, all created life is, at its core, in love with Source
and experiences sacred unity by living and loving.

The omnipresence of Divine Life is the virtue of letter E of our name.
In the Alpha and the Omega, the time of Heaven on Earth, Divine
Courtship
with a beloved partner as a blessed path to Unity with All.
At the proper time in a person's spiritual path,
sacred courtship may be an important part
of the all-pervading-Divine-Will for the highest good of all concerned.
All-penetrating-Divine Will is the virtue of letter S.
Remember that the practices of Tantra are ancient teachings of the
most magical,
mystical, sacred dance of male and female energy.
DivineTantra combines courtship rites into an infinite cosmic
reenactment
of the relationship between electricity and magnetism,
of Spirit and Soul.
To this end, we often guide people to many of the sacred tantric
teachings, old and new.
Among these are teachings of spiritual, mental, emotional, and physical

healing techniques,
ancient shamanic sexual philosophies,
and new psychological breakthroughs
in intimacy and safety and emotional healing.
With divine intent, these can lead to enlightenment.
Enlightenment is the divine virtue of letter A of Mesah.
The beauty of Creation is that it reflects, as above so below,
the magnificence and majesty of Divine Being.
Two partners flowing in clear states of being-will, mind, emotions and
sensations brought about by non-judgmental love,
through the customs and rites of wooing and courtship that we inspire,
build combined energies of spirit, mind, emotion, and form
into ever more cosmic ecstasies of Divine Bliss and Union.
We inspire them to do this through wise use of divine virtues with The
Power of The Word.
This knowledge and skill is the divine virtue of letter H.
The fruits of Ecstasy are ever greater enlightenment and harmony
in a man and womans being
and relationship to each other and to Divine Being.

Any reality or child born of such a union
is a unique expression and embodiment of Bliss.
MIRACLES

Footnotes
The nam es and m eaning of angel gr oups com e fr om Quaballah,
which is a ver y ancient set of teachings which together for m a com m on pr ecur sor, or r oot, of thr ee of the wor ld's
r eligions:
Judaism , Islam , and Chr istianity.
Each degr ee of the zodiac is r uled by a high being of the heavenly host in the zone gir dling the ear th, and the
angels who wor k with him or her.
The being and the angels shar e the sam e nam e.
This nam e is a k ey to their power s and influence.
Nam es, phr ases, and sections, in the angel m essages ar e quoted or par aphr ased fr om the book s of Fr anz Bar don.
Infor m ation of the heavenly hosts of the zone gir dling the ear th is r efer enced fr om THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL
EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Infor m ation of the divine vir tues and the letter s ar e r efer enced fr om THE KEY TO THE TRUE QUABALLAH,
ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeber g, Wupper tal/W. Ger m any.
These book s have ver y im por tant infor m ation for these studies.
The book " Initiation into Her m etics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a pr epar ator y book for the other s.
Fr anz Bar don's last autobiogr aphical book , "Fr abato the Magician",
gives histor ical back gr ound and was com piled by his Ger m an publisher fr om notes wr itten by Fr anz Bar don.

Please feel free to share these with others.

The Law of One is the or iginal law of Cr eation, and is the supr em e Law over all laws in all dim ensions.

THE LAW OF ONE
We ar e all one.
When one is har m ed, all ar e har m ed.
When one is helped, all ar e helped.
Ther efor e, in the nam e of who I AM, and I am one with all ther e is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen .
I give thank s that this is done.

SO BE IT!
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Love brings miracles of happiness.

